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Abstract:

This article discusses how to use queue to make non-recursion algorithm of
binary link tree. As for a general binary tree, if we adopt sequence storage,
firstly we should extend it first into a complete binary tree, secondly we store
it to a temporary queue according to the sequence of up-down and left-right.
On the basis of the properties of the complete binary tree and the queue, if we
can confirm every element in the queue, then we can find the left and right
children of the element in the queue. When we recur these steps, we can create
a binary link bit tree. This algorithm enriches the method from recursion to
non-recursion.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There are two main problems in the designing program of recursion
algorithm. On the one hand, not every language backs up recursion. On the
other hand, it will take a longer time to finish a recursion program than a
non-recursion one, and when there are too many layers of recursion, the
stack overflow will appear in the running results (Xiaoyun Guo, 2004).
If we convert a recursion algorithm into a related non-recursion one, the
program can be implemented more efficiently. There are many different
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methods to transform recursion algorithm to non-recursion one. There are
some familiar methods to solve different problems. For example, a recursion
algorithm can be converted into a non-recursion one by stacks (Zhenyuan
Zhu, 2003), depth-first search and N order Legendre polynomials (Zhong Li,
2001). As for the tower of Hanoi, we usually adopt Inorder-traversing binary
tree to convert a recursion algorithm into a non-recursion one (Changbao,
2002).
In order to convert a recursion algorithm into a non-recursion one of a bit
link tree, the article attempts to adopt another method ----- using a temporary
queue and two points to finish the conversion.

2.
2.1

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Introduction of the problem

If we apply the binary link tree to practical problems, we have to know
how to produce a binary link tree. The algorithm adopted by many related
books is to extend a binary tree first, and then input some information of
node according to preorder traversal to create a binary link tree by recursion
(Yuli Yuan, 2006). The detailed function is as following (Weimin Yan,
1997):
PBinTreeNode createRest_BTree()
/* To create a bit tree from root node by recursion */
{ PBinTreeNode pbnode;
char ch;
scanf("%c",&ch);
if(ch=='@') pbnode=NULL;
else
{ pbnode = (PBinTreeNode )malloc(sizeof(struct BinTreeNode));
if(pbnode==NULL)
{ printf("Out of space!\n");
return pbnode;
}
pbnode->info=ch;
pbnode->llink=createRest_BTree(); /*to create left bit tree*/
pbnode->rlink=createRest_BTree(); /* to create right bit tree */
}
return pbnode;
}

As it is known to all, a recursion function is called by a stack data
structure (Naixiao Zhang, 2002). When we teach such recursion algorithm,
we find it difficult for many students to understand the process of creating a
binary tree (Chunbao Li, 2002). To help students to understand the algorithm,
we have to adopt a non-recursion algorithm to create a binary link tree.
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Meantime, we can break the rule---recursion of a function should be realized
by a stack data structure (Fuying Wu, 2003), but we can change recursion
algorithm into non recursion one by other data structures such as queue.

2.2

An analysis of the Problem

As it is known by us, we store a complete binary tree according to the
sequence of up –down and left- right, by this way; we use a series of
memory in order to store the binary tree nodes. The fig.1 and fig.2 illustrate
this.

As for a general binary tree, if we adopt sequence storage, we should
extend it first into a complete binary tree, and then store it according to the
sequence of up-down and left-right as the following fig.3.
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The binary tree stored by this way has the qualities of a complete binary
tree and the detailed description is the following (Yongping Gao, 2005):
If we number a binary tree that has x nodes beginning with 1, then any
node i (1<= i<=n) will (Zhili Tang, 2001):
1) if i=1, then i is root node; if i>1, then ∟i/2 is its parent node.
2) if 2i <=n, then 2i is its left children node; if 2i>n, then it has no left
children.
3) if 2i+1 <= n, then 2i+1 is the right children node; if 2i+1 > n, then it has
no right children.
From these qualities we can know that we can find the positions of one
node’s left and right children if we are given the node’s position in an array.
For example, node A is the first number in an array, if its left and right
children exist, then the number of its left children is 2, and the number of its
right children is 3 (Tao Zhu , 2005).

3.

PROBLEM SOLUTION
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From the above analysis, we propose that we can create a binary link tree
by the sequence storage of a binary tree.
We can regard the sequence storage of a binary tree as a queue, and add
two pointers --- one pointer f refers to the head pointer of the queue, the
other pointer r refers to the tail one of the queue (Shuqun Gong, 2007), as
what the fig.4 illustrates.
1) Extend a binary tree into a complete binary tree.
2) Store the node address of the complete binary tree, rather than value of
the node, in the unit of memory by the sequence of up-down and left-right. If
the node is empty, then its address is null. When we store a node, we will
add 1 to the value of tail pointer of the queue.
3) When the number element i comes out of the queue, we will add 1 to
the value of head pointer and find out the left and right children of this
element (if their children exist, the value of left children will be 2*i and the
value of the right children will be 2*i+1). For instance, when the first node A
comes out of the queue, the value of its left children is 2 (or the element B)
and the value of its right children is 3 (or the element C).
4) Repeat the third step until there is no any element in the queue, then the
head pointer equals to the tail pointer.
We can realize the function by the following codes:
typedef struct BiTNode /*the definition of node type*/
{

elemtype data;
struct BiTNode *lchild, *rchild;

}BiTNode,*BiTree;
BiTree CreateBiTree()
{ /*to create a binary tree by using a queue according to the sequence of the up-down and
left-right*/
char ch[20];
BiTree head, p, tm[20];/*head stands for storage of the head pointer of a binary tree, and
tm stands for a queue*/
int i=0,n,f=1,r=1; /*f is the head pointer of the queue and r is the tail pointer*/
gets(ch); /*store the extended complete binary tree according to the sequence of updown and left-right in the variable ch*/
n=strlen(ch);
while(1)
{ if(ch[i]=='\0' ) break;
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if(ch[i]=='*') p=NULL; /*if the value of ch[i] is empty node, then we will store null in
the queue*/
else
{p=(BiTree)malloc(sizeof(struct BiTNode));
if(p==NULL)
{printf("not enough space!"); return NULL; }
p->data=ch[i]; p->lchild=NULL; p->rchild=NULL;
}
tm[r]=p; /*we put the first address of the node in the queue*/
r++; /*we add 1 to the tail pointer*/
if(i==0) head=p; /*we use head to store the address of head pointer*/
i++;
}
while(f!=r) /*we recur the following steps if the queue is not empty*/
{ p=tm[f];
if(p!=NULL)
{ if(2*f<=n) /*we can judge whether the left children exist*/
p->lchild=tm[2*f] ; /*then p->lchild refers to the left children*/
if(2*f+1<=n) /*we can judge whether the right children exist*/
p->rchild=tm[2*f+1]; /* p->rchild refers to the right children*/
}
f++; /*the head pointer of the queue will be added 1*/
}
return head;
}

We can get the result after we run the program:
Input: ABC*DE***F**G
The output of preorder traversal will be (Wanlan Tian, 2003): A B D F C
EG
The output of in order traversal will be (Zhong Li, 2003): B F D A E G C
Based on the results of the preorder and in order traversal, we can get only
one binary tree (Chuanhong Chen, 2005), and the binary tree is in the fig.4
and on the other hand, the algorithm we provided above is right (Yuansong
Li, 2003).
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have changed successfully a recursion function into
non-recursion one by a queue. Thus it is very helpful for students to
understand and master a binary link tree. This shows that in some occasions
we can convert a recursion function into a non-recursion one by some others
instead of by stacks, and this enriches the ways of converting a recursion
algorithm into a non-recursion one.
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